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Today: Reading

■ Reading as a skill

■ Reading for learning

■ Learning to read

■ Students’ presentations



Your presentations? 

■ 22.05. Karonia Walkusz:

■ 22.05. Martyna Przybysz:

■ 29.05. Saim Inayatullah:

■ 29.05. Hanna Kasperek

■ 05.06. Karolina Motylińska

■ 05.06. Anna Barchańska



Why is reading important in language learning?

What are advantages of  reading over other activities?



A passionate reader and language learner says:
(https://www.lucalampariello.com/reading/)

«Reading allows the mind to travel anywhere in the world and explore 
novel ideas in the comfort of your own home. This is what I mean by 
spending “mental time” with a language through reading. I’m 
constantly exploring in the languages I’ve learned through the written 
word, and this exploration helps me to connect the dots.»

«Written language is special because we can work with it in more 
ways than we can with other forms of language. It’s also 
refined. Writers take the time to select appropriate words to express 
their thoughts and emotions. Immersing yourself in this refined form 
of language will refine both your thinking and language skills.»

https://www.lucalampariello.com/reading/


Reading as a complex skill (or as a complex of  skills)

■ Visual processing: word recognition, recognition of text structure

■ Semantic processing: understanding what you read

Some questions

■ How do these skills develop?

■ How can they be trained?

■ Can L1 skills be transferred to L2 reading? What makes such 

transfer difficult? (I already know how to read, so/but …)

■ What is the relation between different cognitive processes that are 

part of the complex skill «reading»?



Example

1. Word recognition: find the word «sirdsapziņu» this text:

Visi cilvēki piedzimst brīvi un vienlīdzīgi savā pašcieņā un tiesībās. Viņi ir

apveltīti ar saprātu un sirdsapziņu, un viņiem jāizturas citam pret citu

brālības garā.

Find the word «conscience» in this text:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 

endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one 

another in a spirit of brotherhood.

2. Semantic processing: find a word meaning «not different»!

3. ? Which word in Latvian means ‘equal’? 



Interesting: Reading, though visual, is also connected to 

phonology

Findings reported by Carell & Grabe (2002):

■ L1 learners show preferences for acquiring new vocabulary (in their L1) 

with phonological patterns (‘phonotactics’) that are already familiar to 

them. They tend to avoid or acquire less readily words with unfamiliar 

sound patterns.

■ In an experiment with Japanese learners of Enligsh a similar effect was 

shown for L2: Meanings of common English words with familiar L1 

phonotactic patterns were easier to acquire than the meanings of 

common English words with unfamiliar L1 phonotactic patterns.    



Reading and the other skills

How are the skills connected? 

How can they be combined in an activity? Give examples!

Why/when are combinations useful?

■ Reading and writing 

■ Reading and listening

■ Reading and speaking



Different motivations for, or purposes of  reading 

When/why is each purpose important in L2 acquisition? 

What will you read, when will you read, how will you read?

■ Reading for pleasure

■ Reading for quick information

■ Reading for learning content

■ Reading for learning language structures and/or vocabulary

■ other?



More than «just reading» - how to make reading in 

language learning more effective? 

■ The conscious use of reading strategies has been shown to 

enhance learning.

■ Most useful is the combination of several strategies. 

■ Strategy training helped especially weaker students. 

Carrell, Patricia L. and William Grabe. 2010. Reading. In Norbert Schmitt, editor, An 

Introduction to Applied Linguistics, 2nd edition, 215-231.  London: Hodder 

Education.

What are reading strategies? Examples?



Cohen, Oxford & Chi: Language Learning Strategies



More concrete strategies for learning (by) reading in a 

second language (reading on paper)

Before I start reading the text, I …

■ …

While reading the text for the first time, I …

■ …

When reading the text another time, I …

■ …

When I have read the text, I …

■ …



A big question in our time: Is reading on screen 

different from reading on paper?

■ Are the same or different processes involved? 

Or maybe the same processes in a different way?

■ How do digital texts differ from printed texts? => examples













Digital reading and language learning strategies

■ Can and do we use the same strategies? How can we adapt 

existing and approved strategies to the digital environment?

■ Do we need new strategies?

■ How can digital tools make reading of digital texts in a second 

language better – more pleasurable, easier, more effective for 

learning the language?

What do current tools offer? example: readlang.com

What do we want the ideal tool to do? 

■ How can a tool encourage us to use strategies?



Easy reading with audio 
and translation of 
selected words 
bliubliu.com





Reading in multimedial context with readlang.com



Recalling vocabulary with context in readlang.com





feedback



«The diversity and universality of modern technologies available have 

challenged both language teachers and learners. The teacher’s role 

is crucial in identifying the best technology tools and guiding students 

to be strategic, self-regulated language learners when using 

technologies. A teacher without ample knowledge and skill in 

evaluating and utilizing effective technological tools may not be a 

good teacher in the Digital Age.»

Zhou, Yalun, and Michael Wei. “Strategies in Technology-Enhanced Language 

Learning.” Studies in Second Language Learning and Teaching 8, no. 2 (2018): 

471–495.


